
What is exclusive hire? 
You'll have INDIdog all to yourselves from 6.30pm till 11.30pm and includes the 3 course festive menu for up
to 70 people. The cost is £2,100.

I don't want it for 70 so is it cheaper? The cost is the same if you have 50 or 70. 

Can I share it with another company? Of course. But only one company is the key booker and must take
responsibility for the T&Cs and payment.

Can I have more than 70? We accommodate around 10 more covers at a further charge of £30pp

Can I make my own table plan? Of course. We will work with you on that.

Can I hire a DJ? Of course. Find one you like and then we can make adjustments for you.
 

Do we have to pay a deposit? 
Upon booking we will ask you for the full amount. 50% of this is refundable up to 7 days before. Why? Because
if you cancel we will not be able to sell the venue to that capacity with such a short lead time and staff deserve
to be paid.

Do we get the deposit back if we cancel? 
50% of the deposit is non refundable up to 7 days before. After this point there is no refund.

How do we pay?
You can pay with debit or credit card or bank transfer (not Amex). Vat Invoices are provided with full payment.

Can you pencil us in? 
We are unable to pencil in or hold dates. Payment must be paid in full.

Do we have to pre order? 
Once you have completed your payment you will be asked to complete your pre order. This should be
submitted no less than 7 days before your booking and in the format we send you. 

General T&CS
-There is no reduction for customers opting out of courses or items within a course. 
-There is no offer of additional items for customers opting out of courses or items within a course.
-Party bookings do not include service charge
-Gluton free, dairy free and vegan options are available on a limited basis. We are unlikey to offer allergen
alternatives at the time of the event. Customers must submit allergen requests 7 days in advance of their
booking.
-Allergens: Please note we are not an allergy free kitchen or bar. Cross-contamination could occur and our
restaurant is unable to guarantee that any item can be completely allergen free. Our customers are
encouraged to their own satisfaction, to consider this information in light of their individual requirements &
needs and to discuss the details or your allergy with your server if they require further information.
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